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Why Cleveland Steam?
Key Features and Benefits Summary
Cleveland Convection Steamers, Kettles and Tilt Skillets:
A legacy of performance, reliability and efficiency.
Cleveland is the global expert and share leader in steam cooking, recognized for over 90 years by high
production kitchens around the world as offering an extensive line-up of heavy duty steam products.


“Best in Class” award every year demonstrates Cleveland's leadership and superiority: Food Equipment Reports
(FER) magazine awards Cleveland ‘best in class for steam products’, as recognized by customers across the industry.



Extensive line up means a solution for every kitchen: Cleveland offers a complete line of convention steamers,
steam jacketed kettles and titling skillets/braising pans ideal for every application. Cleveland's broad product line
has a model to suit your needs. Each product line offers more models, options and accessories to choose from for
each type of operation and application.



Undisputed steam cooking specialist: Cleveland is one of the few manufacturers that specializes in engineering and
manufacturing of steam cooking equipment. Our state of the art production space dedicated to steam, plus
andedicated steam engineering and customer support center in Cleveland, Ohio.



Customer, Technical & Culinary Support: Experienced and dedicated steam trained culinary professionals, customer
and technical support staff committed to legendary before and after sales support.



Energy Star Rated Performance, Productivity & Efficiency: The entire Cleveland steam line is designed for maximum
performance and productivity while maintaining high energy efficiency standards. The SteamCub, SteamChef and
Gemini Series now meet Energy Star standards and qualify for energy rebates in the US.



Simple Operation and Maintenance: Cleveland is one of the least expensive and easiest most economical and user
friendly kitchen appliances to maintain. Every model is designed for low maintenance and long life to lower
operating costs and improve profits.



Unsurpassed experience: Since its founding in 1922, for over 90 years, Cleveland has led almost every major
advancement in steam cooking technology. Cleveland has the technology, legacy and experience for today’s
demanding and changing global food service industry, and is the undisputed market leader in steam products.
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Why Cleveland Convection Steamers?
Key Features and Benefits Summary

SteamCraft: Dry‐steam generator system delivers better cooking results plus many
superior design features deliver reliable performance and ease of cleaning and service.
Cleveland is the global expert and share leader in steam cooking, recognized for over 90 years by high
production kitchens around the world as offering an extensive line-up of heavy duty steam products.


Fire Bar Style Heating Element basically eliminates element failure and improved cooking efficiency: A ribbon style
heating element is made of heavy grade stainless steel that expands and contracts, eliminating scale build up
problems associated with Cal rod style elements



Remote Water Level Controls separate from the generator, in see‐through housing makes it easier to access, clean
and service, resulting in lower maintenance costs and down time.



Superior Dry Steam Design provides better cooking results: The low watt drying element located in the steam
generator above the water line ensures steam entering into the compartment is dry for better results.



Self‐adjusting exclusive compartment door design adjust for an air tight leak proof seal: Two‐piece self‐adjusting
reversible door is built to last with heavy duty 14‐gauge stainless steel. The free floating design adjusts for a tight
seal, holding up to heavy use. The reversible rotatable door gasket quadruples the life of the door gasket, reducing
the gasket replacement cost and guarantying long term superior performance.



Coved corners, exclusive steam jets and 14 gauge stainless steel are just some of the design features for heavy
duty high quality high‐speed steaming results: Coved corners are standard to ensures superior steam circulation;
Exclusive Steam Jets provide for maintenance free steam since Cleveland SteamCraft jets produce high velocity
steam without fans; Heavy 14 gauge stainless steel construction can be found where you need it: in the cooking
compartment and door for heavy duty applications, delivering durability and long life.



Cleveland products are designed by engineers that pay attention to the details important to the foodservice
industry: “Digital Load Compensating Digital Timer” option automatically compensates cooking time by volume of
food being cooked. This ensures consistent results for batch style cooking. The manual bypass switch facilitates
constant cooking and the 4” (10 cm) legs are standard at no additional charge. Room to clean under kitchen
appliances simply contributes to a cleaner saver kitchen environment.
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Why Cleveland Convection Steamers?
Key Features and Benefits Summary

SteamChef – Recognized as the superior Boilerless style counter top steamers
 Patented KleanShield Design collects and removes condensate waste from cooking compartment, keeping water
clean, safe from impurities and easier to clean and maintain. Plus the “Open Drain” during cooking eliminates
foaming and contamination of water reservoir common with closed drain models.
 Meets Energy Star, Using Less Water: All SteamChef steamers are designed to meet Energy Star standards and
save water. Qualifies for Energy rebate programs
 Eliminates constant monitoring with automatic Water Fill and Drain upon start up and shut down: This frees up
chefs and cooks significantly while delivering superior cooking results. Also Increases operator safety by
eliminating manual fill and drain
 Reliable ‘Manual Ball Valve Auto Drain’ feature eliminates troublesome down time due to poor water quality
conditions and lowers maintenance costs
 Self‐adjusting exclusive compartment door design adjust for an air tight leak proof seal: Two‐piece self‐
adjusting reversible door is built to last with heavy duty 14 gauge stainless steel. The free floating design adjusts
for a tight seal, holding up to heavy use. The reversible rotatable door gasket quadruples the life of the door
gasket, reducing the gasket replacement cost and guarantying long term superior performance.
 Exclusive Convection Baffle System delivers better steam circulation and even temperature distribution.
 Surecook Load Compensating Timer automatically compensates cooking time by volume of food being cooked,
by ensuring consistent results for batch style cooking plus manual bypass switch for constant cooking.

SteamChef: A line of convection steamers to address a wide variety of specifications
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Why Cleveland Convection Steamers?
Key Features and Benefits Summary
Gemini Steamers include superior engineering design elements to meet the demands of high production
kitchens. Air tight leak proof doors, exclusive steam jets and energy saving features makes this steamer line
recognized in the industry as ‘best‐in‐class’.


Two totally independent cooking compartments means you can turn one off while still cooking with the other:
This can save energy during off peak hours, plus is useful when one compartment needs service but you need
cooking capacity from the other compartment; energy costs are cut in half when using only one compartment. A
separate generator, water level controls, gas valve / ignition system and main power ON/OFF switch enables each
compartment to operate independently. Operating costs can be even further reduced as a result of the high
efficiency forced air gas combustion system.

 Self‐adjusting exclusive compartment door design adjusts for an air tight leak proof seal: This two‐piece self‐
adjusting reversible door is built to last with heavy duty 14‐gauge stainless steel. The free floating design adjusts
for a tight seal, holding up to heavy use. The reversible rotatable door gasket quadruples the life of the door
gasket, reducing the gasket replacement cost and guarantying long term superior performance.


Coved corners, exclusive steam jets and 14 gauge stainless are just some of the design features for heavy duty
hi‐quality hi‐speed steaming results: Coved corners are standard to ensures superior steam circulation; Exclusive
Steam Jets provide for maintenance Free Steam since Cleveland SteamCraft jets produce high velocity steam
without fans; Heavy 14 Gauge Stainless Steel Construction can be found where you need it: in the cooking
compartment and door for heavy duty use, delivering durability and long life.



High Efficiency ‘Forced Air Gas Combustion System’ lower energy and water use reduces operating costs: plus
the Energy Star option qualifies for energy rebate programs in the US.

 Reliable ‘Manual Ball Valve Auto Drain’ feature eliminates troublesome down time due to poor water quality
conditions and lowers maintenance costs
 Many built in reliability and safety features are available at no extra charge: Standard magnetic door switch
turns off steam when door is opened; Four Flanged Feet are standard to provide the option of bolting the
appliance to the floor; the easy access descaling port and optional pump system simplifies and speeds up
descaling; remote water level controls are easier to access, clean and service, plus lowers maintenance costs; front
access works in drawer controls are easy for servicing.
 Surecook Load Compensating Timer automatically compensates cooking time by volume of food being cooked:
this ensures consistent results for batch style cooking; there is also the option of a manual Bypass Switch for
constant cooking.
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Why Cleveland Steam Jacketed Kettles?
Key Features and Benefits Summary
Cleveland Steam Jacketed Kettles are recognized for advanced technology and attention to detail, delivering
consistent performance, reliability & efficiency.


High Performance Gas Heating System cooks 2 – 3 times faster than the competition: Our exclusive and patented
forced air double pass gas combustion system delivers maximum energy savings. Cleveland electric models offer
100% sealed heating elements, eliminating failure of heating elements used by others in the industry that can cause
leaking and continuous refilling of the steam jacket



Exclusive built‐in ‘Self Diagnostics’ prevents downtime: Standard on all gas and electric models, our kettles by
design continually monitors operations of all components. This helps prevent downtime from premature failure and
easy to read indicator lights help prevent misdiagnosis by service technicians.



Exclusive “Solid State Electronic Controls” eliminates service calls: Unlike kettles with mechanical controls prone to
damage, our exclusive design eliminates the risk of accidental damage and adjustments.



State of the art “Precise Temperature Control” delivers perfect simmering: Superior temperature control with less
than 2°F (1°C) variance lets you simmer delicate foods with total confidence without scorching and without constant
stirring or attention from chefs and cooks.



Easy clean Splash Proof Controls for safety and less wear and tear: All electronic controls are splash proof is
designed for easy cleaning, helping create a more hygiene kitchen.



Superior and accurate LED readouts help avoid down time: Gauges are heavy duty and leak proof, and the added
heat cycle and low water warning helps avoiding down time and reduces maintenance costs.



Higher Pressure, Higher Performance: 50 PSI steam jacket rating lets you cook faster at higher temperatures than
most other kettles, improving cooking performance for a wider variety of products.



‘True to Size’ Kettle Capacity for improved planning: Our kettles hold the capacity stated, across all models, unlike
competitor kettles who calculate capacity to the rim which is not realistic.



Reinforced rolled rim adds extra strength where you need it: This contributes to making all kettles dent and
damage resistant, eliminating the need for a separate reinforcing bar, plus a notch in the pour spout on tilting
models is standard to facilitate safe pouring, to help avoid injury and waste.



Color coded front mounted ‘Combination Pressure/Vacuum Gauge’ are easy to view: "Green" and "Vent Air"
zones easily identify proper operating performance, reducing the opportunity for errors.
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Why Cleveland Tilt Skillets?
Key Features and Benefits Summary
Cleveland Tilt Skillets: The workhorse of the kitchen, Steam, Grill, Stir‐Fry, Braise, Poach,
Stocks, Simmer, Deglaze, Grill and more.
Cleveland is the global expert and share leader in steam cooking, recognized for over 90 years by high
production kitchens around the world as offering an extensive line-up of heavy duty steam products.
Cleveland Table Top Tilt Skillets are both compact and efficient in 10 -15 gallon sizes. Plus the unique
“Round Design” of the 15-gallon model has no corners to clean.
 High efficiency heating system with even heat distribution via heating elements cast into aluminum,
covering the entire pan bottom
 Splash proof, hose proof constructions and standard lift-off cover with adjustable vents
 Bead-blasted textured cooking surface finish to reduce sticking
 Marine style safety lock standard, balanced design for easy tilting

Cleveland DuraPan™ Series feature the ultimate in value & performance with many standard features.
 91,000 BTU (30 gallon); 130,000 BTU (40 gallon) for fast heat up and quick recovery.
 Stainless steel bead blasted cooking surface prevents food from sticking.
 Completely front-serviceable with pull-out "works in a drawer" componentry.
 Exclusive Hydraulic Hand Tilt with Quick Lowering Feature.
 Recessed control panel prevents physical damage from carts and busy kitchens.
 Water-resistant controls and power jack with splash-proof design prevent water damage from spillage or
cleaning.
 Optional sliding drain drawer with splash screen mounted on the left-side can be hard-piped to a remote
floor drain, ideal for installations without a drain trough.
Cleveland Power Pan™ Series delivers high performance, exclusive features and energy savings.
 Exclusive “High/Lower Power” Switch for faster cooking or greater energy savings.
 Exclusive ultra-efficient power burner (forced-air) gas combustion system.
 Stainless steel bead blasted cooking surface prevents reduces food from sticking.
 Open base design for easy cleaning and maintenance.
 Low 35" rim height for easy operation and cleaning.
 Splash proof controls and construction for safety and speed of operation.
 Easy-to-turn manual hand-tilt or optional power-tilt with manual override feature
 10° tilt cooking feature. Tilt unit up to 10° without the power being turned off.
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